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…was a tweet from Glasgow that sums up #ACPMEConf17.
Whether you read and reminisce, or see what you’re missing out on,
this issue is packed full of conference insights and chatter...
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When planning a conference organisers
want it to be special – worthy of delegates’
and suppliers’ valuable time and, if
possible, to live long in the memory.
Sitting around a meeting room table over
a year before #ACPMEConf17, there was
much to discuss. Where will we go? What
will the theme be? How do we make it
a conference to remember? How do we
top Torquay. Who’ll do what and when?
However will we find time to sort it all
alongside the day jobs?

Loch Lomond group photo 26
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Robert Gordon University
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undergraduate prospectus
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Shining light on Lancaster
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Pencils in hand, we brainstormed themes.
Something to reflect the addition of
‘Creative’ to ACPME, while firmly printrelated and reflective of challenges the
membership were facing. A few cups of
tea later ‘Creating the right impression’
emerged.
Fast forward to June. And, boy did the
Executive deliver.
From welcoming attendees with a Scottish
‘conference survival kit’ – ACPME bags full

EVENT SNAPSHOT 48
Manchester Metropolitan
University’s print technology day

DATES FOR YOUR
DIARY 50
Upcoming events and dates
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of Irn-Bru, Tunnock’s teacakes, Caramel
wafers, Caramel Logs and other delights
– it was immediately clear that Glasgow
2017 was set to leave a very definite
impression. Certainly memories of people
and a country that know a thing or two
about hospitality.
Delegates had come from as far afield as
Arizona – with some even arriving early to
sample Glasgow’s night-life.
Sunday evening opened with a Special
Guest Reception for conference newbies
and overseas visitors. The stage was set.
Day One – Monday 5 June
As part of the move to being more
inclusive and bringing creatives on board,
#ACPMEConf17 kicked-off with Jim Tudor
from Future Index. A popular keynote
speaker and expert in the area of Higher
Education marketing, Jim promised to
bring us ‘40 Sparks to inspire print design
and creativity’. On the day he brought us
ten more. 50 visual examples of thoughtprovoking and innovative campaigns from
within HE and from outside of the sector.
 Keynote speaker
Jim Tudor from
Future Index
 Network legend
Duncan Hurst

Rather than leaving us quiet in our seats,
Jim engaged us in small groups. We
discussed examples we liked and what

engaging Cathy demonstrated how
she’s creating an in-house facility where
students, faculty, staff, and industry work
together in a live working environment
producing marketing materials for their
University (see p36–39).

we weren’t so keen on – from a huge
Peruvian billboard that actually generated
clean drinking water while showcasing
staggering innovation and ambition at a
research-intensive university, to arresting
floor graphics, musical stairs (yes stairs
not chairs), magnetic ads and holograms
on magazines and examples of effective
marketing from close to home. A great
way to start the conference and a session
that has been commented on as providing
inspiration for members when they
returned to their offices.
Next up a familiar face. Network legend
Duncan Hurst took the stage suggesting
why, in his view, all managers should
justify their implant units. Duncan
revealed how he is currently engaged with
ACPME producing a series of papers that
should help our members to think about
what they do, how they do it, why they do
it and where they’re going. The session
was delivered with his familiar brand of
dry humour and went down a storm. For
the rest of the conference delegates
were bending his ear, recounting their
challenges and tapping into his wisdom.
After lunch came Cathy Skoglund from
Arizona State University. Bubbly and

A session about Management Information
Systems concluded the day, a perennial
hot topic that had members fired-up,
sharing opinions… With characters like
Paul Tetley, Rick Barrett and Ian Hickman
at the mic what more did we expect!
In addition to networking with exhibitors
it was a very full first day – but the day was
young. A lightning-fast change into tartan
and we boarded the coaches to Loch
Lomond looking like a cross between
extras from Braveheart and a Bay City
Rollers convention.

 Cathy Skoglund
from Arizona State
University
 Paul Tetley,
Ian Hickman and
Rick Barrett

After a forecast of rain, the skies cleared
as we reached picturesque Luss. From
there we were piped the short walk to
‘Bonnie Bonnie banks of Loch Lomond’.
And what jaw-dropping scenery awaited
us. Mountains and pine trees reflected
in the calm waters. Air so fresh you
could practically snack on it (give or
take the aroma of midge-repellent). We

enjoyed a relaxing cruise, group photos
on the pontoon, more bagpipes and an
epic ceilidh fuelled by spit-roast hog,
glazed in Irn-Bru. Partners were swung
by the hands, feet were trodden on and
promenades eventually went in the
approximate direction the caller was after.
Day Two – Tuesday 6 June
The second day was equally packed.
After the AGM, Steve Redding hosted
another lively Question Time. Suppliers
from Elliot Baxter, HP. Morgana and Ricoh
sat on a panel responding to all sorts
from the floor.
Next up was Alan Rae. His copyright talk
covered intellectual property, who owns
original generated material whether
design or photography, staff employee
or institution. Also image use and what
can be used under creative commons
licensing. Plus how to protect your images
and other original produced graphics
material from copyright theft. Examples
were given of good governance, bad
governance, use of images or graphics on
websites or other internet platforms. Alan
delivered the talk with humour and at a
fast and interesting pace. He’s a wealth
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of knowledge and an ideal candidate
to contact should you be having any
copyright issues.
Tuesday afternoon saw Rachel McAssey
and Graham Ross lead two sessions on
lean processes. The first session, led
by Rachel, ‘Lean Concepts: Respect for
People and Continuous Improvement’
introduced Lean Principals: Identify
Value, Map the Value Stream, Create
Flow and Eliminate Waste, Respond to
Pull, Pursue Perfection. Rachel used an
interactive session to demonstrate how
using lean principals support continuous
improvement.
She explained how Print & Design
Solutions at the The University of
Sheffield have embedded continuous
improvement to improve Financial
Reporting, Print Estimating and Stock
Management.
 Alan Rae talking
all things copyright
 Rachel McAssey
from The University
of Sheffield
introducing lean
 Tony Harmer of
Adobe captivating
every delegate

Graham Ross led the 2nd session
‘Defining Value and Waste’. He introduced
‘TIMWOODE’ the 8 Deadly Wastes of Lean
and an exercise to get the delegates to
relate this to their operations: Transport,
Inventory, Motion, Waiting, Over-

Tuesday evening saw the ACPME Creative
and Print Awards, dinner and disco. More
razzmatazz than ever before and a real
celebration of your exceptional work
(see p20–35).

Producing, Over Processing, Defect
and Employee Talent.
The day came to a crescendo with Tony
Harmer from Adobe and Lynda.com. There
are people who call themselves ‘design
ninjas’ and there’s Tony – he’s the real
deal and wears the metal badge to prove
it. Bionic-paced, juggling devices that
linked seamlessly to the big screen –
Tony had the room hanging on his every
word. 40 minutes flew by as we saw the
latest features of Acrobat (Yes. Acrobat.),
witnessed some of Adobe’s pioneering
work on facial feature manipulation
(Simon more warped that usual), mobile
apps in Creative Cloud, including one
akin to Lightroom, and discovered how
innovative software like Spark is changing
the face of teaching and learning.
As a designer, it was both scary to be
shown the speed/ease with which
everyone is set to have powerful (formerly
professional and tortuously-slow) tools at
their fingertips wherever they are in the
world and exciting to know that creatives
will have faster, more intuitive software
soon – with unprecedented possibilities.

Day Three – Wednesday 7 June
Wednesday opened with Steve McCann
(also back by popular demand after his
session in Torquay 2016) and ‘Resolution
2’. A quick refresher on how to best
convert from SRGB or AdobeRGB image
to CMYK for digital printing, if not done
properly, delivers very poor results.
Then demonstrations of the benefits
of using Adobe Bridge as a labelling,
protection, naming, tagging and
adjustment piece of software for images.

 Steve McCann
the Pixel Man
 Jan Edgecombe
of Revolution Digital

Stephen explained the workflow he
has developed to get the best from his
photographic images and showed that
Adobe Bridge can be an easy-to-use
addition to your arsenal whether images
are professionally taken using a DSLR
or holiday snaps from a phone.
Round-table discussion groups and
the prize draw followed, then another

technical session – delivered by
Jan Edgecombe of Revolution Digital.
A fountain of knowledge on all things
colour – Jan demystified the issues
around RGB and CMYK, explained the
relative benefits of working in LAB colour
and focusing on Delta variation.
A technical and enlightening session that
picked-up partly where Stephen
left off.
In a nutshell…
It was a fantastic few days. A programme
crammed with relevant CPD training,
engaging speakers, active participation,
fun social events, valuable networking,
relevant supplier engagement and
something to ensure every delegate
returned to their office re-energized,
bursting with ideas and feeling part of a
supportive network. A hardened few even
extended their conference to discover the
joys of a distillery.
Sláinte from #ACPMEConf17.
Roll on Norwich 2018. Glasgow will
be a hard act to follow 
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Thanks to all involved with the Conference. As a newbie
to the conference as soon as we arrived we were
warmly welcomed and introduced to the majority of
others. It was great to meet our counterparts from USW,
as well as seeing faces we knew from previous visits
to other ACPME regional meetings and events.

 Pictures from the
Newcomers’ and Special
Guests’ Reception

#ACPMECONF17 CREATED THE

RIGHT IMPRESSION
We can tell you how great it is to be part of our supportive and friendly network or
how welcome you’ll feel at our Annual Conference. But there’s nothing like hearing
it straight from the horse’s mouth . Here’s a selection of the feedback we’ve received
– both from conference newbies and returning delegates.

Speaking for myself, I am still buzzing with all the
information and ideas I took away from just 2 and half
days of talks. It’s a little bit of information overload, but
in all the best ways.
As a first conference, I think Cardiff University picked
a good one to go to.
I applaud all of those involved, from the teams in the
back rooms that printed the materials, organised the
speakers, arranged the goodie bags, and made sure
the whole thing ran as smoothly as it did. There was
a great mix of suppliers that catered to probably every
aspect of the services we provide or are looking to
implement.
Both Clare and I have already approached other
members of staff here at Cardiff University from
our Marketing team, who are very keen to be involved
with the ACPME.
Sláinte everyone, see you next year if not before.
Kirsty Alexander
Print Broker, Print Services
Cardiff University

I loved the welcome bag full of Scottish goodies!
I got something out of all the talks but especially enjoyed
Jim Tudor and 50 great ideas. It was great to see the
creativity and how to keep print alive and relevant in this
digital age. I loved Cathy Skoglund from ASU – wow!!
The Loch night was such fun and I’m glad my first visit
to Scotland wasn’t contained in a hotel.
I’ve already started thinking about it and what to wear
when I get up on stage to accept the awards in 2018!
I was buzzing for days and full of ideas. It was good to see
a face to the names of emails that come through. I won’t
be worried now to drop the group an email when I need
advice on anything.
Anna Prandy
Production Team Leader
Imaging, Design & Print Services
University of Bath

And to round off – we won 2 awards!
All the very best.
Paul Tetley
Print and Design Solutions Manager
The University of Sheffield

We are finally feeling human again and buzzing
with ideas to revolutionise our service. If there
is one thing that I can take from this conference
it is that I am not alone, the sharing & group
support is like no other and I applaud you for this.
We will definitely be booking for next year – so
watch this space as there could be an award
coming Brighton’s way!!!!!
Lorna McKanna-Maulkin
Print Services Manager
University of Brighton

It was very useful and great to meet others in the
industry. The evening events were well organised
and entertaining. I loved the cruise and meal at
Loch Lomond.
I found the seminars on Adobe Bridge and
Copyright etc particularly useful to me.
Pritesh Patel
Designer, University of Wolverhampton

A big thank you to everybody who
made this year’s conference a
great success.
In particular the photos – Martin,
an excellent job. The exec for
putting together an excellent
programme. The meat pies, haggis,
neaps and tatties were excellent.
The hog roast and trip on the loch
were brilliant. Thank you Steve.

Thanks from Brighton, I wasn’t quite sure
what to expect as a newbie but this conference
surpassed my expectations. It would be an
understatement to say that we were made
to feel welcome!

Thanks to everyone who organised
the ACPME conference in Glasgow.
As a newbie it was good to meet
so many people with the same
challenges and to share ideas.
What can I say, the Scottish
hospitality was superb and everyone
made me welcome. Stephen and
team, thank you.
Dene Fletcher
Print & Production Manager
Creative & Print Service, University of Reading

Thank you to all those involved in organising
last week’s Conference, which was a very well
organised and enjoyable event. Glaswegian
hospitality has made this year’s conference
a hard act to follow!
Gae Forbes
Head of Digital Print Services
University of Wolverhampton
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STOP PRESS ACPME MEMBERS SCOOP

HE AND INDUSTRY AWARDS
It’s great to hear abut your wider successes. Here are some awards that
ACPME members’ teams have earned recently:
Loughborough University
HEIST Awards
• Gold – UG prospectus
• Gold – Best marketing team
• Silver – Best employer marketing initiative
(#excellence100)
• Silver – Most effective use of social media
(Road to Rio)
• Silver – Best UG student recruitment initiative
(Golden ticket)
• Silver – PG prospectus
• Silver – Best alumni, development or fundraising
initiative (Love at Loughborough)
• Bronze – Best low budget initiative
(Golden ticket)

Print Design & Marketing Awards
Best multi-channel campaign winner
(Spit Happens)
PRCA DARE Awards
• In-house team of the year
• Best internal comms campaign

University of Brighton
Awarded Customer Service Excellence ® standard
University of Leicester
Awarded Centre of Excellence for Health
and Safety by the BPIF

Visit us today & we can talk about your
Paper, Print & Shredding requirements...

Call us NOW on
0117 961 9049

 Loughborough’s Paul
Atkins and Lynne Atkin
at the PD&M Awards

“We had a great
time in Glasgow at
the ACPME Conference
2017. We hope you did, too!”
Roland Coldrick - Sales Director
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OVER COFFEE | STUDENT-FOCUSSED & PERSONAL
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HELLO FROM

BRIGHTON
more than one way

The University of Brighton is a public university based on five
campuses in Brighton, Eastbourne and Hastings. Its roots can be
traced back to 1858 when the Brighton School of Art was opened
in the Royal Pavilion. We visited their main print room, after
chatting in Glasgow, to discover more about Lorna’s compact
team – their print unit, plans and ACPME membership.
What does your unit provide
and who do you serve?

 Dana, one of the
21 student helpers,
offering advice to a
fellow architecture
undergraduate
 Lorna McKannaMaulkin, Print
Services Manager,
at her desk. But not
for long. All staff
muck in and turn
their hands to almost
every task
 Tim Johnson, Print
Room Supervisor,
collecting output
from the busy Oce
Colorwave 650

We offer a while-you-wait
counter service for students
and staff. We’re currently based
at two campuses and have
been an integral part of the
university since at least 1977.
What while-you-wait services
do you offer?
We are able to offer a bespoke
service and this includes, small
format, wide format (both poster
and photo quality), hard back
thesis binding with gold foiling
and a plethora of finishing and
binding options.

We’re dedicated to supporting
teaching and learning and bend
over backwards to help everyone
that comes through the door.
Do you receive work online
through web-to-print?
In our main print room we offer a
web-to-print service for staff, this
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at a glance

21
six
one
five
three
Skyline
two
student helpers

equivalent FTE staff

single-colour litho press

digital presses

large format machines

web-to-print portal for staff

campus print facilities
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has been live for a while, but
will be used exclusively for job
submission ready for the new
academic year.
All student requests are taken
face-to-face over the counter.
We know our students like the
personal touch and it means we
can ask any questions, clarify
their exact requirements and
make suggestions without the
loops and ambiguities of email.
How do you know students prefer
face-to-face help?
Because we ask them and they
tell us. It’s vitally important that
we collect regular feedback from
our students, both positive and
negative.
On opening our satellite print
facility in April 2016, we ran
a survey until July. We were
pleased to receive 100% positive
student feedback. In that
short time we served over 710

students which is great for a new
service opening in the final stage
of the academic year.

 Tim loading the Colorwave 650

You employ over 20 student

 Ian Nicholson printing University
of Brighton stationery on Brighton’s
single-colour litho press

helpers. How does that work?

We ran a second survey which
included both of our student
facing counters from September
to December 2016. This survey
was kindly-supported by our
supplier Canon, who donated
a PowerShot SX530 camera,
for a prize draw. It was a great
incentive and over 250 students
took part. We received a fantastic
99.6% student satisfaction.

 Chris Campbell working on one
of their high-end colour-balanced
graphics monitors
 Skyline web-to-print for staff
 Tim and Dana posing through a
large format picture frame
 Nicky Kenneally checking squarebacked books on the in-line Watkiss
Powersquare

Why did you open a satellite
print facility?
To offer small and wide format
printing to our art college at
Grand Parade. To provide more
of what our students require
where they need it.
To meet their demands we also
extended our opening times to
8pm, term-time only, at our main
site. We do all we can to help.

…We know our students
like the personal touch.
It means we can ask any
questions, clarify their
exact requirements
and make suggestions
without the loops and
ambiguities of email.

At peak times, around hand-ins,
we get incredibly busy. We need
lots of hands on deck and a bank
of enthusiastic student helpers
are key to us meeting demand.
They’re in tune with their peers.
They know what’s required.
They’re an integral part of
our team.
We have a buddy system so that
new starters are paired with
experienced hands. It’s valuable
income for the students and
they are able fit shifts around
their studies – much better
than working in bars through
the night and arriving at lectures
like zombies.
What do you print on your litho
and digital presses?
We print UoB certificates which
are embossed in-house for
security, degree ceremony

programmes, all exam
papers and exam stationery,
letterheads, banners, lecture
notes, flyers, brochures. The list
goes on … we even printed a flag
last year for our VC to wave from
the Pride bus.
How long have you worked
at UoB Print Services?
I started here as the Print
Services Manager in May 2016
– so I have been able to see a
full year and understand the
requirements of our service.
Prior to starting at the UoB I
was Assessing and Teaching for
Apprenticeships at a local FE
college. But I’ve spent my working
life in and out of print rooms –
both private and public sector.
It goes way back to my school
holidays and working in a printers
learning how to make plates &
spotting negs on a light box
… ah the good ole days!
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…a bank of enthusiastic student helpers are
key to us meeting demand. They’re in tune
with their peers. They know what’s required.
They’re an integral part of our team.

What made you join ACPME?
It was my Dad that encouraged
me to find the implant managers
association and join (Dad was
also a Print Manager for many
years). He told me that I would
find the support and information
I needed … he was right!
I joined the former APME, now
ACPME, a year ago and both
myself and my Print Room
Supervisor, Tim Johnson, have
attended some of the great
sessions offered. We’ve visited
Manchester Met to learn about
3D print and attended the lively
session at Loughborough about
web-to-print using EFI Digital
StoreFront.
How was your first ACPME
conference experience?
As a newbie attending my first
ACPME conference (couldn’t
attend last year as I was at
Drupa so I missed out on
Torquay) I am pleased to say that
the conference was well worth
attending. Well organised with
days jam-packed with interesting

Reflecting back on the
experience of the conference
I am buzzzzzzzzing with ideas
and can’t wait to get started
– so watch this space!!!

and relevant speakers. The
downtime was peppered with
Glaswegian hospitality – meeting
my peers from across the UK,
sharing best practice and an
understanding that ‘I am not
alone’. Hearing that members
are facing, or have faced and
overcome, similar issues was
inspirational. There was no
secret squirrel and I was made
to feel welcome from the start.
Reflecting back on the
experience of the conference
I am buzzzzzzzzing with ideas
and can’t wait to get started
so watch this space!!! 

 Lorna engaged
in discussion with
new friends at
#ACPMEConf17 and
with Ian back at the
ranch
 Tim checking
details closely on
screen
 Brighton really
does rock!
 Dana printing from
hard copy
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A D V E R T O R I A L

ROBERT GORDON UNIVERSITY

SHOWCASE ENVIRONMENTAL

SAVINGS

One university that has embraced the use of recycled paper is Robert Gordon
University Aberdeen (RGU). Its Print Manager, Bill Walker, has 48 years’
experience in the printing industry. He explains that he’s seen a huge change in
attitudes towards recycled papers, now widely used across RGU printed materials.

CONTA
CT US

T: +44
(0)1224
262728
E: ugoffice
www.rg @rgu.ac.uk
u.ac.uk
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ctus 201
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RGU R3

To drive additional recycled
paper use, the print department
selected and tested several
recycled papers. Cocoon from
Arjowiggins Graphic was chosen
for its excellent print performance
and its comparable

and both Cocoon and Cyclus
have helped us deliver on this’.

ctus 201

One university that has
embraced the use of recycled
paper is Robert Gordon University
Aberdeen (RGU). Its Print Manager,
Bill Walker, has 48 years’
experience in the printing industry.
He explains that he’s seen a huge
change in attitudes towards
recycled papers, now widely used
across RGU printed materials.

Bill says: ‘I’ve seen a significant
shift in perceptions of recycled
papers. This is in part because
of improved performance and
whiteness but it’s also being
driven by our environmental
policies and the attitudes of
a new generation of students
who are much more
environmentally conscious’.

e Prospe

A key component of the
project is visiting Print, Design
and Marketing Managers in
universities to explain the
environmental benefits of using
recycled papers, showcasing
branded creative print projects

from brochures to direct mail
and prospectuses to leaflets.
As well as of course showcasing
the Arjowiggins Graphic recycled
paper range that is extensively
stocked by Antalis and meets all
university paper requirements.

raduat

ity Und
erg

don univ
ers

Antalis, one of the leading
distributors of communication
support materials in the UK
and Ireland and Arjowiggins
Graphic, a paper manufacturer
specialising in recycled coated
and uncoated papers, have
launched a joint project to
educate universities on the
benefits of using recycled papers.

BEST
SCOT
UNIVER TISH
FOR GR SITY
ADUA
TE
PROS
PECTS
The Gua
rdia
n Univ
ersity
Guide
2017

 Bill Walker and RGU’s
ACPME Award-Winning
undergraduate prospectus
printed on Cocoon Offset

whiteness to non-recycled paper,
while the University uses Cyclus
papers when a more obvious
recycled look and feel is needed
for certain jobs.
Bill adds ‘The University is
committed to sustainable
practices, minimising impact
of all its activities on the
environment. This approach
absolutely extends to our printed
material and the role of the print
department in ensuring we are as
sustainable as we can possibly
be. But we also ultimately need
to maintain the high quality
standards of our printed material

Recent print projects have
included the Under Graduate
Prospectus 2018 which was
printed on Cocoon Offset.
A ‘Look Again Visual Art and
Design Festival’ Guide, which
stipulated a newspaper style
finish was printed on Cyclus
Offset to maintain a natural
feel. Both projects received
excellent feedback from internal
customers.
Another significant benefit to
RGU of working with Arjowiggins
Graphic recycled papers is the
unique Eco calculator and the
Environmental Benefit Statement
(EBS) that help the print team
demonstrate the environmental
savings made by printing a
specific job on recycled paper. In
addition to printing the savings
on each job a monthly EBS can
also be produced, for example,
from January to May 2017 by

using Cocoon and Cyclus 100%
recycled paper rather than a non
recycled paper, RGU reduced its
environmental impact by
15,932kg of landfill, 2,300kg
CO2 and greenhouse gases,
435,325 litres of water,
24,916 kWh of energy and
25,007kg of wood.
For more details on the Cocoon
and Cyclus stock range visit:
www.antalis.co.uk/cocoon
www.antalis.co.uk/cyclus
For more information about the
facts and figures on recycled
papers and the Arjowiggins
Graphic unique Eco Calculator
and EBS visit:
www.recycled-papers.co.uk
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PRINT SERVICE

Generously
sponsored by

OF THE YEAR



David Blenkinsop of Ricoh
presenting the Print Service
of the Year Award to Steve
Thomas and team from
Lancaster University

CELEBRATING ACHIEVEMENT

GLASGOW-STYLE
6 June 2017 | ACPME Creative & Print Awards
Welcomed by members of the 1st Troon Boys Brigade
Pipe Band and sporting our posh togs for the 2017
Awards Dinner we were all keen to see who would
scoop this year’s prestigious awards.
It was a glitzy evening – with judges commenting on the
scope, diversity, range and innovation of entries. Check
out what they had to say and the winners’ smiles.



Judging of the 2017 ACPME Awards
was hosted at Lancaster University
Left to right
Darren Lewis – Creative Scrum
Nigel Henderson – Perfect Colours
Ian Fenn – Konica Minolta
David Harrison – Sharp
John Close – Antalis
Lee Mcgill – Canon
Mark Asher – Ricoh

WINNER
LANCASTER UNIVERSITY
Judges said: ‘After losing significant MFD income, which was a major
source of revenue, your team had to respond to stay viable. You reviewed
everything you do, from staff skills to product offerings and equipment.
Following the review, your team added drone video and photography
services, wide format graphics for windows and floors, and a re-launch
of the print room with new hardware and software. And it all paid off.
Congratulations on exceeding the year’s financial target by £80,000’.

HIGHLY-COMMENDED
UNIVERSITY OF LEICESTER
Judges said: ‘Constantly looking for new
opportunities to increase products and services
while maintaining profitability is extremely difficult
in this sector. This Print Service seems to be able
to achieve this feat year on year. Very impressive.
By fighting to retain staff and increase efficiency,
this team’s range of services is growing. New
services include print finishing for commercial
printers and providing books and print-on-demand
material for distance and campus-based courses
resulting in £75,000 worth of additional revenue
in just 3 months!’.



David Blenkinsop of Ricoh presenting the Highly-Commended
Award to Ian Hickman of the University of Leicester
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Lifetime membership for Brian
Special guest, and ex-Treasurer
of ACPME (then UPMG),
Brian Pickles joined us in
Glasgow and was presented with
Honorary Lifetime Membership.
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BEST IN-HOUSE

Generously
sponsored by

PHOTOGRAPHY

WINNER
ROBERT GORDON UNIVERSITY

HIGHLY-COMMENDED
LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY

All judges agreed this entry fully answered the
very challenging brief of replicating the essence
of various Royalty Free and Commercial Photo
Library styles – from reflections on glass walls
to vibrant portraits.

This professional, cohesive and memorable
submission captured academic staff in their
working environment.
The in-house portraits underpinned a successful
recruitment campaign – with impressive results
provided in the accompanying matrix.



Martin Parker of
Robert Gordon
University collecting
the Award for Best
In-house Photography



Nigel Henderson of
Perfect Colours presenting
the Highly-Commended
Award for In-house
Photography to
Mark Ramsey, Alison Freer
and Lynne Atkin of
Loughborough University
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OUR FRIENDLY & SUPPORTIVE NETWORK GOES FROM

STRENGTH TO STRENGTH
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BEST IN-HOUSE

Generously
sponsored by

DESIGN

WINNER
ROBERT GORDON UNIVERSITY
The Gatehouse team submitted their
Undergraduate Prospectus 2018 – designed
CONTACT
in-house forUS
the first time in a number of years.

The School of Creative and Cultural Business
recognises the ever-changing nature and fast pace
of business today.

Undergraduate Prospectus 2018

T: +44 (0)1224 262728
E: ugoffice@rgu.ac.uk
www.rgu.ac.uk

Creative combinations of photography and
infographics produced an easy-to-read and
engaging document.

These images stimulated students to create
further ‘MY RGU’ photographs which fed into
a social media streams for a lively integrated
campaign.
The judges were unanimous in their decision
based on the creative work entered and the
way in which their campaign has engaged
prospective students.

embrace change and contribute in a
wide variety of competitive business
specialisms, whether that is as part of
a Scottish SME or a global brand giant.

Much of the teaching and assessment
is practice-based, with an emphasis on
industry liaison and the increasing
influence of digital technologies,
strategies and practices.

FACILITIES

INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
We are located in Aberdeen but our
outlook is truly international, and
many of our students have the
opportunity to study or work abroad
as part of their course. Our staff
combines extensive academic
expertise with relevant industry
experience and our aim is to produce
confident graduates who are ready to

Robert gordon university Undergraduate Prospectus 2018

The repeated use of bold ‘My RGU’ typographic
props are an impressive feature that tied in with
the ‘Your RGU’ prospectus title.

The diverse course
portfolio embraces
collaborative and multidisciplinary projects,
giving students the
opportunity to acquire
valuable transferable
business, marketing and
management skills along
with their chosen
course specialism.

With the recognition that creativity is a
key skill for business and management
in the 21st Century, the School of
Creative and Cultural Business is
located within the contemporary RGU
riverside campus, providing a modern
location with dedicated creative
industry facilities, including MAC
suites, a newsroom, tv and radio
studios and equipment, Digital Moffat
Space and the Fashion Place.
WE BELIEVE THE FUTURE OF
BUSINESS IS CREATIVE AND
DIGITAL!

Events Management

64

Fashion Management

66

International Hospitality Management

68

International Tourism Management

70

Journalism

72

Media

74

Public Relations

76
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The Scott Sutherland School of
Architecture and Built Environment
We combine innovative thinking with new
technologies and contemporary practice across
all aspects of the design and construction of
buildings, public space and cities.

At The Scott Sutherland
School of Architecture and
Built Environment we’re
passionate about producing
graduates who have not only
expert knowledge, but also
the skills to apply it
appropriately and creatively.
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You’ll find our graduates establishing
their own practices or working on
projects around the world, including
landmark projects from Shanghai to Oslo,
and from London to Las Vegas.
To view profiles of some of our
successful graduates, visit
www.rgu.ac.uk/100yrs

David Harrison of Sharp
presenting Best In-house Design
Award to Allan MacDougall of
Robert Gordon University

RGU R36

BEST SCOTTISH
UNIVERSITY
FOR GRADUATE
PROSPECTS
The Guardian University
Guide 2017

HIGHLY-COMMENDED
LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY
The team at Loughborough submitted a
brochure that highlighted the University’s
achievements, campus and staff – targeted at
all key stakeholders including students, parents,
business and other HE institutions.

Much emphasis is now placed on
creativity as an essential skill at all
levels of management and in all types
of business. In the School of Creative
and Cultural Business, we nurture
creative thinking, cultivate teamwork
and encourage entrepreneurialism so
that our graduates are ready to create,
innovate and lead the creative
economy in the 21st Century.

OUR COURSES



#MYRGU

CREATIVE THINKING

The visually appealing ‘At a Glance’ brochure
stands out as a modern, easy-to-read, document.
Each spread features impressive infographics and
art-directed photography combined skilfully
in Photoshop and InDesign.



David Harrison of
Sharp presenting HighlyCommended Award to
Loughborough University

INDUSTRY LINKS
The professional world relating to the
built environment is rapidly changing,
demanding graduates who are equipped
with sound knowledge and advanced
professional skills in order to succeed.
As such, our close links with industry are
vital. These links include: assistance in
the development of courses and course
content; contribution to courses through
lectures, student reviews and case study
material; student sponsorship and prizes
and employment of students on
industrial placements.
All of our undergraduate courses carry
professional accreditation. These come
from a range of bodies including: Royal
Institute of British Architects; Architects
Registration Board; Chartered Institute
of Architectural Technologists; Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors; and
the Chartered Institute of Building.

OUR COURSES
Architectural Technology

130 |
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Architecture

136

Construction Management

138

Surveying

140
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BEST IN-HOUSE

PRINTED PRODUCT

WINNER
UNIVERSITY OF LEICESTER

Judges said: ‘Outstanding and consistent litho
printing of ACPME pages magazine (editions
1 & 2) – on a range of papers. From solids on
lime green stock to CMYK on Curious metallic
using special inks.’



Brian McDonald of Konica Minolta presenting Best In-house
Printed Product to Ian Hickman of the University of Leicester

HIGHLY-COMMENDED
ROBERT GORDON UNIVERSITY
Judges said: ‘Congratulations on a suite
of International Student brochures that
demonstrated excellent colour matching
and quality across digitally-printed and
lithographic brochures.’



Brian McDonald of
Konica Minolta presenting the
Highly-Commended Award to Dave
Russell of Robert Gordon University

Generously
sponsored by
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BEST IN-HOUSE

WIDE FORMAT PRODUCT
WINNER
UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD


Les Jones of Antalis
presenting
Best In-house
Wide Format Product
to Paul Tetley of the
University of Sheffield

Judges said: ‘The Sheffield Print Service produced
posters, vinyls, roller banners, signage, floor and
window graphics for their Accommodation and
Commercial Services team using their HP Latex
360 wide format printer.

They went beyond the original brief and
transformed all the cafés, bars, accommodation
and conferencing facilities across campus.’

HIGHLY-COMMENDED
LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY
Judges said: ‘The Creative & Print Services team
go out to departments delivering practical workshops
to demonstrate how wide format print can help their
students showcase their work and how to submit files
for print.
They worked with final year Fine Art students to
support them in their final projects by teaching print
production for graphic wallpaper.
The 9 metre wide highlight piece, by Connie
Liebschner, demonstrated depth of colour and texture
using 180gsm wallpaper on an Oce Colorwave 700.’


Les Jones of Antalis presenting the
Highly-Commended Award to Loughborough University

Generously
sponsored by
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BEST IN-HOUSE

INNOVATION

A5 Double Sided Postcard

WINNER
UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD

Roller Banner Stand

32mm Button Badges
Bus Side Outdoor Advertising

Telephone Kiosk Advertising

Geography
Environmental
Science

Education,
Culture
& Childhood

Client
The Department of Lifelong Learning, The University of Sheffield.

Applied Social Sciences

Brief
Design and artwork for a postcard and a poster to promote degree courses
with a foundation year. The audience was the general public aged 21 and over,
who were looking for a new career direction but didn’t have the relevant
qualifications for direct entry onto a degree course.
A Wordle style layout was originally requested by the client, however we were
able to persuade them to move away from this, turning the brief around
completely. After meetings with the client to discuss the project objectives,
we suggested a creative alternative that would suit the campaign perfectly
.

Psychology

Geography
& Planning

We expanded the concept of ‘Start your journey with us’ and developed a
graphical timeline to represent a journey throughout various career options.
We developed an instantly recognisable line drawing for each subject with
clean and simple line work and colour. Icons such as pyramids for
Archaeology, tower block buildings for Urban Studies, a globe for Geography
were used.
The client loved the approach we had taken, and the project quickly grew to
include more items, including digital advertisements, social media banners,
telephone kiosks, bus rears, tramstop posters and roller banners.

Client Testimonial
“From the moment the concept was revealed I knew it would work for us.
I have been really happy with the whole experience of working with the Print
and Design team on this project - both the service I received as a client, and
the creative outcome have exceeded my expectations”.
Helen Roy
Marketing and External Relations Manager.

The campaign and style was instantly recognisable across the city and
coincided with an increase in applications to the courses.
The client is continuing to use these materials and the style has been built on,
incorporating it into more marketing campaigns for the department.

Judges said: ‘We loved the adoption of a new
agency-like approach taken by the University of
Sheffield print and design.
They were able to turn the client’s original idea into
a highly recognisable graphical time-line that they
rolled out across a multi media campaign when
the client was persuaded of its potential. Course
applications increased as a result.
Great work in a year when the in-house design
team fully embraced digital design.’


Steve Moody of Canon presenting Best In-house Innovation
to Paul Tetley of the University of Sheffield

HIGHLY-COMMENDED
SHEFFIELD HALLAM UNIVERSITY
Judges said: ‘We were very impressed with the
use of an innovative new magnetic wall covering.
The application of Teslaflex in the PrintShop
meeting room shows customers how this
innovative and changeable wall covering can work
to great effect. And good news folks. It will go
through most of your large format machines.’


Steve Moody of Canon presenting the Highly-Commended
Award to Paul Bishop and Paul Clayton

Urban Studies

Philosophy

Health &
Human Science

Sociology

History
Speech &
Language Science

Religion, Theology
& the Bible

Best in-house Innovation

gy
lo

o
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ch
Ar

English Literature

English
Language

Generously
sponsored by
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Glasgow

WE’VE COME A LONG

WAY BABY

at a glance

Cathy Skoglund travelled from
Arizona State University – keen to
see Scotland, pick up tips and to
share how it’s done on the other
side of The Pond

98,000
#1 in USA
six
twenty
hands-on
self-funded
students

for innovation

Cathy revealed how her student-run team have come a long
way (Baby) by embracing the ASU brand. An inspiring story
of collaboration and bragging (kinda quietly).
Cathy brought bundles of energy
and fresh ideas to Glasgow. Through
stimulating video and slides she
explained how she has created an
award-winning and out-of-the-ordinary
in-house facility.

 Cathy being handed
her gift at the ACPME
Creative and Print
Awards in Glasgow
by Simon HamptonMatthews.
A star of the show –
she epitomised why
international links are
so valuable. A great
ACUP representative.
 Screenshots of some
of Cathy’s key slides
and images from the
ASU Print and Imaging
Lab video.

We heard about a unique team –
dedicated to providing first-class print
fulfilment and design services to ASU
departments and programmes as well as
student projects and local businesses.
An academic enterprise with a workforce
made entirely of students.

full-time staff

student employees

Yes. You heard that right. The ASU Print
and Imaging Lab is run by students, who
gain hands-on, practical educational
experiences.

educational experiences

in the Graphic Information Technology
programme

A self-funded academic enterprise,
they compete with local commercial
companies, preparing and manufacturing
print and marketing collateral – from
large signage to social media marketing
campaigns.

local
printers
hire our students

latest kit

The students provide customer service
and handle most of the accounting
functions – from billing to accounts

such as HP Indigo 7 colour digital

cathy.skoglund@asu.edu

6,500ft2
modern facility

The ACPME conference was perfect. The exciting networking
activities, interactive learning sessions and tastes of the
local flair from a pig roast to swinging arms with my new
found friends during the Scottish dances, I could not have
experienced a better international welcome!

24/7

easy on-line ordering

avanti
MIS
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receivables and payables. They
gain experience handling client
phone calls, W2P online print
orders, operating the most
innovative digital print equipment
available today and have a full
understanding of tight deadlines.
At ASU faculties are gentlyreminded that by embracing the
ASU Print Lab, they are investing
in ASU’s future. Supporting
the University’s core value
of teaching innovation and
displaying confidence in its own
product – the fantastic students.
Cathy promises loyal and new
customers they’ll be pleasantly
surprised by the team’s unique,
dynamic and fun atmosphere.
Creative ideas flow, excellent
products and services are
delivered, funds are kept on
campus and most importantly
– transformational educational
experiences happen.

 Screenshots of some
of Cathy’s key slides
and images from the
ASU Print and Imaging
Lab video.
Great partnerships
in print have landed
the Print Lab a Xerox
machine branded in
their maroon and gold
university colours.

But it’s not been easy and
nothing is taken for granted.
Cathy explained how the ASU
Print Lab still have to: market
themselves hard, shout about
their successes, regularly
survey their customers, evaluate
feedback and update their
business plans.

I’ve had the opportunity to build and manage
the Print Lab’s first IT team as an ASU student
creating sustainable, efficient workflows for our
customers, in a professional environment.
Chris Halkovic, ASU Print Lab grad and Digital Workflow and W2P Manager,
ASU Enterprise Marketing Hub

I’ve gained valuable
insight into the print
industry and real
world experience in
customer service, file
prep, press operation,
bindery and more…
I’m well prepared to
tackle the challenges
of the design and
print industry.

Ordering print from ASU Print Lab isn’t just placing a job.
It’s supporting (rather than undermining) the University’s
core values and sticking to its mission.

Students who work in the ASU
Print Lab feel privileged. They
enter the workforce prepared
and transform into successful
professionals 

Harris Heldic
ASU Print Lab grad and
Digital Marketing Specialist,
U-Haul International

Check out the ‘Wall of Fame’:
https://print.asu.edu/wall-fame
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Ladies and Gentlemen, please be upstanding for…

THE
MAGNIFICENT
SEVEN
The 2017 ACPME
Print Service of the Year

Steve Thomas – Manager of Design, Photography and Print –
explains how his small team at Lancaster University are punching
well above their weight.

In truth, the campus copying and printing
service was fragmented with ownership
of copiers and printers shared across a
number of stakeholders. From the users’
point of view, this was a confused picture
with different service levels and tariffs.
Clearly a more coherent approach to
campus print was long overdue and
inevitably a campus print project led to a
tender and the ISS division taking control
of the new Konica MFD fleet sitting on
Paper Cut software.

L iam Treacy,
Administrator,
Videographer

Steve knew that their operational plan
had to change drastically if DPP were to
remain relevant. First of all they reviewed
everything they did in terms of product
offering, staffing and staff skill sets as
well as their print resources.
Investment in people and resources were
going to be necessary if DPP were to move
forward. They needed to drive income
into the print room by using the synergy

DPP needed to remain commercially viable
and operationally relevant to the university
to survive. The loss of revenue created
risk and their entry for the ACPME print
room of the year was based on how they
reacted to the risk and the challenges that
losing the MFD volumes created.


2015 to 2017 has been something of
a journey for DPP due to the unique
commercial challenges they have faced
following the loss of the campus copier
fleet internally to Information System
Services. Prior to this time DPP controlled
a fleet of around 150 campus copiers and
MFDs with some sitting on Safecom pull
print software. This generated revenues
in excess of £300,000.



Design, Photography and Print (DPP) are
a small team of dedicated professionals
with a wealth of experience providing
comprehensive print, design, photography
and now video services to Lancaster
University.

Emma

T
 he DPP
printroom

Jon

Steve T

Fellini

Katy

Steve L

between design, photography and print.
They presented an operational plan, which
included both staff changes and financial
investment in hardware. These included
another designer, a new reception post
and an apprentice printer not to mention
an electric van for deliveries.
In terms of the print room hardware, they
also tendered for new kit and Ricoh came
up with a solution that included two mono

 The high-flying
DPP team



Nick

T
 he electric van
with no name
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Pro8120s and a C7100 SX
colour engine all with a range
of finishing options. DPP also
invested in a Morgana BM500
booklet maker to speed up
booklet making off line and a
Morgana EBA programmable
guillotine to replace their ancient
Polar guillotine.
Fortunately DPP also managed
to buy a Xerox J75 and Konica
1052 from Danwood at the end
of their contract to use as backup
machines. In terms of software
they stipulated in the tender that
they wanted to upgrade their web
to print system from Skyline to
EFIs Digital Storefront.
One upside of the campus print
project was that DPP became
sole supplier on campus for
student poster print and in
August 2016 they leased an
Oce ColorWave 700 to cope with
demand. This has proved to be
a superb machine which offers
both high speed and superb
quality. It also compliments their
workhorse HP27500 latex printer
which is used mainly for signage,
floors and window graphics.
The process of the campus
print project was actually quite
positive for DPP given their input
was welcomed by the project
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a variety of special offers and
marketing campaigns throughout
the academic year.

team who understood the value
of print being produced via the
appropriate service. Because of
this DPP were able to place three
fast copiers in their management
school to supplement the new
MFD fleet. These devices are
totally under DPP’s control and
have helped to divert high volume
print away from the smaller MFD
fleet as well as providing useful
financial revenue.
So thanks to the university
investing in DPP’s future, they
now have a very motivated
and flexible team and even an
administrator with great video
skills! With a view to motivating
the team and re-launching their
service DPP held an away day
and formulated future plans.
This led to a huge amount of
innovation and changes in the
way DPP operated and the
services they were able to offer.
Key to this was a change in staff
attitude which was exceptional.
Everyone agreed to multi-task
and help each other. Even
deliveries are now a team effort.
Importantly, DPP have started to
embrace social media (thanks
to Nick!) and will be using it to
engage more effectively with
students and staff by promoting

One exciting innovation they have
adopted is the use of a drone to
create still and moving pictures.
The service is in its infancy,
however one of the first images
they took has been featured on
the university Monopoly board
and their facilities division has
already used DPP for aerial
building surveys. Eventually they
will offer this as a commercial
service outside the university.
Given the amount of building work
scheduled for the next few years
on campus Steve is sure DPP are
going to be kept busy.

Clearly the loss of
a major part of the
business was a blow,
however sometimes
change can be
good. Our success
in overcoming the
challenges of the last
two years is really
down to the fantastic
staff attitude and
team spirit along with
the investment the
university has made in
the business.
Part of that is down
to putting forward
credible plans that
senior managers
believe in.

/DPPLancaster
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As part of their re-launch DPP
hosted a very successful open
day. They opened their doors
to all staff across campus and
had a huge response. Free
food and drink may have been
a motivating factor given the
number of hungry colleagues that
turned up, many of whom had
never visited DPP before!
They held competitions including
a binding challenge and ‘Stig’
leader board. They showcased
DSF, their design service and
their new video service as well as
existing services. A video show
reel even featured drone footage
shot inside the print room which
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generated a lot of interest.
They created mugs and bags
to give away and a range of
new college merchandise using
alternative brand colour
palettes never seen before.
In order to make the day
even more interesting the
team designed, created
and fitted wall and floor
coverings to create a
journey between the
different departments.
Everyone contributed and
they even had matching
branded T shirts and
hoodies. Everything showcased
was produced in house.

 HEALTHY EATING CAMPAIGN
Hospitality

DPP work
together to
create a onestop-shop for
all creative and
printing needs.






Our goal is to
provide the
very best in
customer service
and deliver
an excellent
finished product.

TASTE OF
SUMMER 2016
Promotion of
food and drink
across campus

GINFEST
101 bottles
of gin used
to create a
menu, posters
and various
collateral

DPP offer a comprehensive, professional,
photographic service to both internal and
external clients. Professional well-equipped
staff undertake a wide variety of technical
and creative photography, from portraiture
and press work right through to industrial,
architectural and studio photography.
DPP also offer a complete aerial
photography service via our Phantom drone
or from a light aircraft using state-of-the-art
photographic equipment
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READY TO
TAKE ON
THE WORLD
OF WORK
Professional Etiquette 101
Tuesday 28 February
11 – 12:30
Bowland North Seminar
Room 6
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Following the open day, DPP
created a calenderised marketing
plan to promote pretty much
everything they do – supported
by a comprehensive social media
campaign. Their aim is simple: to
make sure everyone knows about
everything they do!
The operational and staffing
changes DPP have made have
helped to make them financially
successful (given they will
beat their current financial
contribution target by some

£90,000 this year) and also more
relevant to the requirements of
a Top 10 UK university.
The team are really pleased
that their efforts have been
recognised both within the
university and now beyond
by the ACPME Print Service
of the Year Award 

DPP’s design services
include brand and corporate
identity development and
graphic design for a wide
range of marketing and
promotional materials.
Whether clients have a
brief and copy, or are starting
from scratch, DPP will help
at every stage of the design
process, from the initial
concept through to final
print and delivery.

GET INVOLVED WITH THE

GREEN LANCASTER
CHICKEN PROJECT
AT THE ECOHUB

22nd TO 25th
february
VOLUNTEER TO HELP CARE FOR THE
SMALL FLOCK OF CHICKENS
TASKS INCLUDE FEEDING AND CLEANING
MAKE FRIENDS WITH THE HENS AND TAKE
HOME DELICIOUS FREE RANGE EGGS

Professional Etiquette 101
Tuesday 28 February 11 – 12:30
Bowland North, Seminar Room 6

GET INVOLVED?
EMAIL: GREEN@LANCASTER.AC.UK
@GreenLancaster

YOUR FUTURE
IS OUR FUTURE

@GreenLancaster

@Green_Lancaster

LANCASTER UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS’ UNION

H
 ELLO FUTURE
Getting students ready for the
world of work

 REEN LANCASTER
G
Environmental awareness a
recycling campaign

lancaster university’s first annual gin festival
101 gins • gin cocktails • live music • entertainment

 GINFEST 101 PROMOTION
Four day festival at Trevor Bar in
Furness College

WALK AND TALK
JOIN US FOR A LEISURELY WALK AROUND
THE FANTASTIC ROUTES ON
OFFER AT LANCASTER UNIVERSITY

live
2017

Sessions are FREE and all
abilities are welcome

YOUR FUTURE
IS OUR FUTURE
 READY TO TAKE ON THE WORLD, Careers poster

2 for 1
Wednesday
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Meet at the Sports Centre
Every Wednesday,
12.30pm - 1.15pm
Confirm your attendance
or for further information e-mail:
s.cadwallader@lancaster.ac.uk

facebook.com/SportLancaster

GET SOCIAL WITH US

PREMIUM GINS &
REFRESHING PIMM’S

@SportLancaster
Find out more: lancaster.ac.uk/sportscentre

C
 OCKTAIL POSTER PROMOTION
Daily cocktail offers from
Grizedale Bar and Café

S
 PORT LANCASTER
Fitness campaign to encourage
walking at lunch times

 SUMMER 2017
Summer drinks promotion
across all 9 campus bars
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o
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£350

event SNAPSHOT
KNOWLEDGE-SHARING

EXPERT OPINIONS

CAMARADERIE

DUNSTON HALL | NORWICH

ACPME were pleased to sponsor a Print Technology Day at Manchester Metropolitan
University in March. It was great to see how a service is supporting teaching
and research with innovative print technologies, to network with industry suppliers
and meet with ACPME colleagues.

Manchester Metropolitan
University has taken a new
and unique approach to providing
teaching and access to this
technology by rapidly establishing
a new centralized resource that
is open to all staff, students,
private companies and the public.
We saw how the 3D Print Service
not only provides a 3D Printing
‘shop’ it also operates as a full
teaching and learning resource
that assists with research and
provides a satellite facility
to other departments that
also provide business
services for external clients.
The 3D Print facility has
facilitated cross-faculty
cooperation and creative working
– producing everything from
medical research and prosthetics
to art and product prototypes.



Pictures from MMU’s Print Tech Day

SUN 3 – WED 6 JUNE

ANNUAL CONFERENCE

2018

THE COUNTDOWN STARTS NOW…
Missing Glasgow, your
ACPME colleagues and
conference already?
You’re not on your own.
Good news…
We’ll be doing it all again in
less than a year. And we’re
going to try and make it even
more informative and more
action-packed.
We’d like your ideas,
suggestions and help.

For #acpmeconf18 we’re
heading to a stunning four-star
hotel with excellent conference
and leisure facilities.
It’ll be another must-attend
event.
•
•
•
•

Unparalleled networking
Engaging speakers
CPD training
Fresh ideas

All tailored to your needs to help
you tackle the challenges ahead.
You’re never alone with ACPME
and conference is the heart of
the calendar.

STRONGER TOGETHER. BOOK YOUR PLACE NOW
Booking form on cover sheet and at www.acpme.ac.uk
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ADVERTISE

HERE
Our magazine is
delivered to 1,200
creative and print
professionals across
the UK HE sector.
Ensure our readers are
best informed about
your company’s hottest
products and latest
news…
The next issue will
be published early
December 2017.
Booking deadline:
Mon 23 October 2017
Call 07872 417028
or contact
comms@acpme.ac.uk
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DATES FOR YOUR

DIARY
Executive Committee meetings

Your Executive will be meeting on
8 & 9 August 2017. If you have any topics
you would like discussed or suggestions,
please send them to Alison for inclusion
at the meeting.
a.j.freer@lboro.ac.uk
Scottish ACPME meetings
The date and venue of next meeting
is to be confirmed. Watch out for the
emails. All ACPME members are welcome.
For details contact Martin:
m.parker@rgu.ac.uk

WANT TO
BE IN THE

LIMELIGHT?
Read about others in
this issue and want to
tell the world about
what you do, what your
team are working on…?
Give Darren a holler:
comms@acpme.ac.uk
Remember that units
come in all shapes and
sizes. You don’t need to
have monster presses
or huge teams to
feature. There’ll be other
teams similar to yours
within the membership,
keen to hear what you
have to say and to hear
how you’re tackling
challenges.

KNOW US, LIKE US

FOLLOW US
Follow ACPME on social
media to see what’s going
on, what we’re planning
and how to be involved:

/acpme.ac.uk
@acpme_uk

2018 Annual Conference

They’re a great way to hear what others
are doing and to network with like-minded
members facing similar challenges.

IAN HICKMAN

simon.hampton-matthews@uwe.ac.uk

University of Leicester

Trade events

University of Sheffield

Why not join us at one of these trade
shows. Email the membership if you
are planning to attend and meet up for
a chat and a coffee.
The Print Show
www.theprintshow.co.uk
11 Oct – 13 Oct2017
Telford International Centre

Regional Meeting

Remember ACPME Awards span a whole
year. Start thinking about your next
submissions now.

For details contact Justin:
Justin.gough@bcu.ac.uk
Special Interest Group Meetings
Diversification with drones and a dip
into video, Lancaster University,
10 November
SIGs can focus on anything from high
volume copying to creative strategy and
anything in-between.
Give hosting a go – you just need to be
prepared to table a discussion or present
briefly. It will showcase your University
and get you known to the group. Some
costs may be covered by ACPME.

EXECUTIVE MEMBERS

University of the West of England

If you have an idea for a SIG meeting and/
or would like to host an event please
email Alison: a.j.freer@lboro.ac.uk

IPEX
www.ipex.org
31 Oct – 3 Nov 2017
The NEC, Birmingham

A chance to discuss hot topics, network
and see the heart of England.

CHAIR SIMON HAMPTON-MATTHEWS
0117 328 4673

Dunston Hall, Norwich, 3–6 June
See page 49 and book early to avoid
disappointment. Complete the booking
form enclosed (reverse of the cover sheet)
or visit www.acpme.ac.uk

Birmingham City University,
5 September

YOUR EXECUTIVE

Showcasing your work

0116 223 1515

VICE CHAIR JANINE BARRACLOUGH

imh3@leicester.ac.uk

0114 222 4007

STEVE MARLOW

j.l.barraclough@sheffield.ac.uk

University of East London
020 8223 2801

SECRETARY ALISON FREER

S.J.Marlow@uel.ac.uk

Loughborough University
01509 222190

STEPHEN MCCANN

a.j.freer@lboro.ac.uk

University of Glasgow
0141 330 3116

TREASURER STEVE REDDING

Stephen.McCann@glasgow.ac.uk

SOAS, University of London
020 7898 4066

STEVEN THOMAS

sr54@SOAS.AC.UK

University of Lancaster
01524 592069

TRUSTEE PAUL BISHOP

s.thomas@lancaster.ac.uk

Sheffield Hallam University
0114 225 4541

Your opportunity to travel

p.bishop@shu.ac.uk

Every year, ACPME sends a member to
ACUP’s conference and another member
to NIPPA’s conference. If you’d like to
travel and are keen to represent our
network overseas in 2018, email Simon:
chair@acpme.ac.uk

ACPME CHAIR
SCOTTISH CHAIR MARTIN PARKER
Robert Gordon University
01224 262942
m.parker@rgu.ac.uk

To discover more about our partner
associations overseas visit:
www.acup-edu.org
and
www.nippa.com.au

Administrator / conference organiser

Communications officer

ROY STARES

DARREN LEWIS

admin@acpme.ac.uk

comms@acpme.ac.uk

07860 722552

07872 417028

Fast-forward!

Purchase an HP PageWide XL
and get up to £8,000 Cashback

HP has reinvented large-format printing productivity so that you can work more quickly
than ever and generate new revenue streams. The HP PageWide XL Printer portfolio print
monochrome and colour faster than on alternatives.
Past.Present.PageWide
Find out more: www.hp.com/uk/technicalcashback
© 2017 HP Development Company, L.P.

